We present the investigation of the interaction of an acoustic plane wave with a circular elastic plate. Mono static and bistatic experiments are performed. First, in classical experiments which show the global response of the disk, we note that pseudo-Lamb waves can propagate in the disk. They are detected by their angular remission in the liquid and by their diffraction at the extremities of the disk. With new experimental methods, performed with a vibrometer, we punctually observe the waves which propagate in the disk; A wave is shown and mode conversions of incident wave are detected. New surface waves analysis methods are used to describe the waves propagating in each directions,
PLANE WAVE DE~SION BY A DISK
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In the monostatic pulse mode configuration, for different values of the incident angle einc from 0°to 60°, we have calculated the FFT of the diffracted signal for frequencies lower than 3MHz. For the 30mrn radius disk, we represent the frequential amplitude in a gray levels image. The experimental resonances in the disk are in agreement with the predicted values of Lamb waves in an infinite plate. In the following, we call theses waves pseudo-Lamb.
We can observe the interferences due to the diffracted waves in points M and N. In the bistatic quasiharmonic study, the emitter operates in a burst mode (with burst of 100 periods) at lMHz with an incident angle einc. The receiver measures the peak to peak amplitude of the signal diffracted at two different times: during the forced regime or during the remission of the disk. In figure 3 we represent the scattered pressure for an incident angle of 20°. In this case we create the SOwave in a x<O direction. At the two different observation times we note the existence of other Lamb waves: &, Al and So propagating in the x<O and x>O directions and emitting in water at the points M and N. The interpretation of these phenomenon (backscattering, mode conversions,...) are in progress.
are used in the bistatic experiment; the emitter and the receiver are respectively 130mm and 400mm apart from the disk. In the monostatic experiment, only a transducer 400mm apart from the disk is used as emitter and receiver.
Frequency @Hz) Figure 2 Lamb wave theorical dispersion curves of duraluminum plate and monostatic experimental results.
SHELL V~RATIONS
The vibration measurement on the surface of the disk is made with a Polytec vibrometer. The main component ofthis system isalaser interferometer model OFV-303 (single point head) andasignal processor OFV-2700. The set-up is the same as the monostatic one (Fig. 1) . The vibrometer is normal to the surface of the disk in z<O half space and translates along the diameter from -xp to xp with a step of 100~m. or different incident angles (0°, 4°, 13°a nd 340), we have registered the image of the disk surface vibrations by scanning the diameter. In this representation (Fig. 4) , for an incident angle of 34°, we can see that the incident wave generates the A wave when it impinges the circumference of the disk at M and N (+xp andxp). Mode conversions are also observed; they are more easily detected by using the new Surface Wave Analysis Methods ( 340 to 450 ps on the signals figure 4, the incident wave doesn't appear and the A wave backscattenng is the most important phenomenon. We observe that the frequency is lower than in the total calculation (Fig 5) . The highest frequencies has disappeared when the A wave is backscattered w or N). This result occurs because the energy of the A wave is in a main part located in the plate at lowest the frequencies.
